
The affordable Post Former

The PRO FORM post former is a simple and operator friendly machine.  They have been 
operating in factories throughout Australia, New Zealand and Asia for over 7 years and 
proven to be one of the most reliable and affordable post formers on the market.

The PRO FORM performs all forming operations including inside coves and  
accepts all forming grade laminates.  All the forming is done on one side of the machine 
saving valuable space in the work shop compared to double sided machines and is easily 
operated by one man.  

The price of a PRO FORM makes it economical for a two man workshop, yet fast enough 
for large volume fabricators.

Why buy a PRO FORM postformer?
By owning a PRO FORM you will have total control of your business by being 
able to produce quality bench tops when you require them, avoiding those costly  
delivery delays that frustrate you and your customers.

You will save money and increase your profits.  For a low capital outlay you can 
greatly reduce the cost of your laminate tops, which is a big boost over your  
competitors.

It’s easy too.  You will receive free training and tuition in your factory.

1 Year Factory Warranty

Model B88



•  The PRO FORM is built from a box frame 
construction which maintains true align-
ment over its full length. The top half of 
the machine has a permanent camber in 
it to ensure that it levels out correctly 
while being operated.  The camber has 
been heated and formed into the steel 
and is GUARANTEED never to alter and 
requires no adjustment as with most other 
models.

• PRO FORMS’ unique leaf clamps are all 
operated from the one touch foot pedal 
for safety, and easy hands free operation 
by one person.  The aluminium folder bars 
are produced from larger and thicker gauge 
material which prevents leaf distortion 
compared to other models.

• The heating bar consists of 15 ceramic 
Elstein elements from Germany and are 
rated 93% efficient, which ensures there 
can be no hot spots – compared with 58% 
for metal clad element machines.

•  The PRO FORM produces a 12mm radius 
cove without a heated coving bar allowing 
the work piece to be left in the postformer 
indefinitely without causing the laminate 
to blister or discolour.

AFTER SALES SERVICE
 
 PRO FORM NZ Ltd., commitment to after 

sales service is second to none. PRO FORM 
distributors are fully trained in the instal-
lation and operation of our machinery.  Or 
you can call PRO-FORMS factory in New 
Zealand TOLL FREE if further assistance 
is required about any aspect of postform-
ing or bench-top manufacturing. (Toll Free 
number in manual)

PRODUCT INSTALLATION & TRAINING
  

Your PRO FORM machine will be installed 
and your staff trained by an experienced 
technician. Plus the PRO FORM comes 
with a manual on how to make bench tops 
from start to finish.

Manufactured by Supplied and serviced by:—

Specifications for Model B88

Maximum bench top length 3750mm
Maximum bench width Unlimited
Full bullnose range (180°) 25mm to 50mm
Drop fronts up to 900mm high
Splash backs up to 900mm high
Coving radius 12mm
Machine dimensions L:4000 x W:500 x   

H:1800mm
Power Supply 415v +Neutral 20amp
Air Supply 100psi (675 KPA)
Opening height of table 200mm

...PLUS MANY, MANY MORE

THE CAPABILITIES....


